
TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY

YOUR Mii



Choose from our wide range of SEAT Genuine 
Accessories and let your car reflect your personal 
style, equipped for the life you lead. Specifically 
designed and fully tested to give your car outstanding 
functionality, safety and quality, all SEAT Genuine 
Accessories come with a two-year warranty (unless 
otherwise stated in the model accessories 
brochures), extended to three years when bought and 
fitted before registration of a brand new vehicle.

When you purchase your SEAT with SEAT Finance you 
can include the cost of accessories on your SEAT 
Finance agreement (subject to status) and spread the 
costs over the period of your loan. So make your SEAT 
your own and enjoy every mile and opportunity with 
genuine peace of mind. Every day.

Now the fine tuning.
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To visit the 
‘click+go’ website 

page click here.

Quick, easy, online, fitted at your Dealer. Just ‘click+go’.
ONLINE ACCESSORY ORDERING

 ‘click+go’ is the quick and easy way to order our most 
popular range of SEAT fitted accessories* online and 
at your local dealership. 

Whenever you see          next to an accessory you can 
book a fitting appointment at your chosen dealer. 
Prices are ‘fitted’ prices including painting where 
required, with no hidden extras. Just give us a few 
details and use the online calendar to confirm a day 
and time for having your accessories fitted.

With easy steps to follow it really is straightforward 
and, of course, you can ‘click+go’ any time, 24/7. 

* Accessories to fit SEAT cars up to 12 years old.



1 Includes paint to match vehicle colour    2 Includes electrics for cars with pre-install. Excludes bumper cover.
Prices correct at 1.2.16

Leon detachable tow bar £5992 Roof bars £179 Tailgate spoiler £3991

Mudflaps £794-piece tailored carpet
mat set £43

Touch-up paint stick £124-piece rubber mat set £43 Vehicle safety kit £29

Rear parking sensors £2791Autoglym LifeShine £349 Protective boot tray £75Spare wheel kit £179

UNPROTECTED PROTECTED

Our top selling accessories online. Just ‘click+go’.
ONLINE ACCESSORY ORDERING

To visit the 
‘click+go’ website 

page click here.



Adventure pack.
SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

Wherever you’re heading, our Adventure pack gives 
you a hassle-free system with roof bars and bike 
system, as well as peace of mind with the vehicle 
safety kit and protective boot tray .
£405

ADVENTURE PACK

Roof bars
Genuine SEAT Accessories front and rear roof bars  
with anti-theft system — designed to be strong,  
durable and easy to install.

ADVENTURE PACK

Protective boot tray
Flexible piece of protective rubber that perfectly fits 
and protects the boot area. The edge provides 
adequate protection against moisture and dirt.

ADVENTURE PACK

Vehicle safety kit
Complete SEAT safety kit which includes these essential 
items: warning triangle, high visibility vest, first aid kit  
and torch.

ADVENTURE PACK

Bike holder
Aerodynamic aluminium frame for transporting 
bikes. With anti-theft locking device. Used 
together with roof bars.



Protection pack.
SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

PROTECTION PACK

Protective boot tray
Flexible piece of protective rubber that 
perfectly fits and protects the boot area.

Love your SEAT and it will love you back. Dirt or dog 
hairs, No problem. Mud and mess? Sorted. Choose 
this accessories pack, get on with the way you live, 
knowing your SEAT is protected for its lifetime.
£195

PROTECTION PACK

Mud flaps
Protects the car body from materials projected 
by the front wheels during driving.

PROTECTION PACK

Rubber mats
These tough rubber mats are designed specifically for Mii 
models. Ideal for heavy duty use, with a wipe clean 
surface to protect the car’s interior.



Travel packs.
SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

TRAVEL PACK – ESSENTIALS/LUGGAGE

Emergency phone charger
Emergency battery charger for smartphones. Features 
USB micro port for charging batteries. Compatible with: 
Apple, Samsung, Nokia, HTC, Blackberry and LG.

TRAVEL PACK – ESSENTIALS/LUGGAGE

Vehicle safety kit
Complete SEAT safety kit which includes these 
essential items: warning triangle, high visibility vest, 
first aid kit and torch.

TRAVEL PACK – ESSENTIALS/LUGGAGE

Round storage compartment
Innovative, leather-bound storage compartment for your 
mobile, pens, business and credit cards and more. 
Comes with special slots to hold coins. Mounted on the 
front central console.

TRAVEL PACK – LUGGAGE

Roof bars
Roof box 
Genuine SEAT Accessories front 
and rear roof bars with anti-theft 
system — designed to be strong,  
durable and easy to install.

450l roof box with double plastic 
weather resistant walls. Weight: 
18kg. Maximum load: 50kg. Not 
suitable for vehicles fitted with a 
sun roof.

Luggage

Whatever extras you need to carry, 
there’s plenty of room available with 
the Luggage pack; and safety is 
covered too.

Pack contains:

/ Roof bars and Roof box

/ Round storage compartment

/ Emergency phone charger

/ Umbrella

/ Vehicle safety kit

£510

Essentials

Wherever you are heading, when 
you’re equipped with the right, 
practical accessories, you can 
enjoy the journey even more.

Pack contains:

/ Round storage compartment

/ Emergency phone charger

/ Umbrella

/ Vehicle safety kit

£125

TRAVEL PACK – ESSENTIALS/LUGGAGE

Umbrella
A stylish and practical umbrella to match to your SEAT. 
Branded with the SEAT logo



EXTERIOR SYLING.
ADD SOME EXTRA ATTENTION.
 
Make your SEAT as individual as you. Turn 
heads wherever you go. And keep everyone 
guessing how your SEAT got to be so 
extremely good looking. Could super stylish 
exterior accessories really blend so 
seamlessly? 

SEAT accessories give you exterior styling 
that’s designed especially for your model —  
and fitted and painted by your SEAT dealer. 
So you can relax knowing they not only make 
your great looking SEAT even more stunning, 
they fit perfectly and work harmoniously 
with your vehicle’s aerodynamics.

Don’t forget the peace-of-mind of your 
two-year warranty for SEAT Genuine 
Accessories either – three years if fitted 
before registration of a new car.

Boost
your style.

EXTERIOR STYLE



EXTERIOR ST YLE

Valve caps
Set of four aluminium valve 
caps, personalised with SEAT 
logo Available for all models, 
the perfect finishing touch.

£15

EXTERIOR ST YLE

Chrome mouldings
Enhance and protect your car from 
exterior damage at the same time with 
a range of chrome mouldings.

Front bumper  £85 
Rear bumper  £75 
Side door  £105 3DR  I  £130 5DR

EXTERIOR STYLE

Styling details.

EXTERIOR ST YLE

Tailgate spoiler
Aerodynamic impact-resistant, tough yet sleek, 
tailgate spoiler. Whether used on its own with 
other exterior styling accessories it will make a 
lasting impression.

£399



EXTERIOR ST YLE

SMiiLE! decorative 
dashboard decals
Available for Ecomotive, SE and Sport models, these 
interior decals mean you can continue the SMiile! styling
on the inside of your Mii.

£100

EXTERIOR ST YLE

SMiiLE! decorative 
exterior decals
Customise with a SMiile! set of four distinctive decals 
for the side, front and rear of your Mii.

£140 

EXTERIOR ST YLE

SMiiLE! sill guard set
The SMiile! logo adds a stylish detail to these  
protective sill guards.

£110  3DR  I  £90  5DR   

SMiiLE!
EXTERIOR STYLE

EXTERIOR ST YLE

SMiiLE! decorative 
key cover
Customise your keys to match your 
car with this protective key cover.

£25

IT FEELS GOOD TO BE INDIVIDUAL.
 
Dress up your Mii with SMiile! decorative 
decals for an added sense of fun and
individuality. There are four exterior decals 
available – two for the sides, one for
the front and one for the rear. 

And with co-ordinating sill guards, key 
covers and dashboard decals also available 
in this range, you can really work the look. 
So you can relax knowing they not only make 
your great looking SEAT even more stunning, 
they fit perfectly and work harmoniously 
with your vehicle’s aerodynamics.



Enjoy Mii.
EXTERIOR STYLE

CREATE A LOOK THAT’S STRIKINGLY SPORTY.
 
Nothing says ‘sporty’ quite like the Enjoy Mii 
decorative decals. The sporty styling continues 
with matching key covers, dashboard decals 
and sill guards that complete this winning look.
with your vehicle’s aerodynamics.

EXTERIOR ST YLE

Enjoy Mii decorative 
dashboard decals
Available for Sport models, this interior 
decal gives a distinctively sporty feel to the 
inside of your Mii.

£70

EXTERIOR ST YLE

Enjoy Mii decorative 
exterior decals
The Enjoy Mii exterior decals go on the side of 
the doors to bring out your Mii’s sporty side.

£150 3DR  I  £130 5DR



INTERIOR STYLE.
EXPRESS YOURSELF.
 
This is personal. So flaunt your 
individuality with stunning interior styling 
that makes a bold statement about who 
you are. It’s all about beauty from the 
inside and SEAT’s stylish accessories are 
specially designed to complement the 
design of your model’s interior. 

Whether you add sporty touches or 
elegant extras to reflect your personality, 
every interior styling accessory fits 
seamlessly with your vehicle and oozes 
the quality you expect from SEAT. 

This is your 
world.

INTERIOR STYLE



14 | 14

INTERIOR ST YLE

Candy white 
painted gearknob 
Personalised with the Mii logo, this 
stylish gearknob features a Candy 
White-painted top and a black  
leather base.

£70

INTERIOR ST YLE

Candy white 
spherical 
gearknob 
Style at your fingertips with this 
Candy White 5-speed gearknob.

£60

INTERIOR ST YLE

Piano black 
spherical 
gearknob 
Enhancing your Mii’s sense of style 
and sportiness this simple yet 
stunning gearknob helps make your 
Mii as individual as you are.

£60

INTERIOR ST YLE

Shira grey
painted gearknob 
Personalised with the Mii logo, this 
stylish gearknob features a Shira 
grey-painted top and a black  
leather base.

£70

INTERIOR ST YLE

Shira grey 
spherical gearknob 
Style at your fingertips with this Shira 
grey 5-speed gearknob.

£60



INTERIOR ST YLE

Alcantara candy white 
or shira grey steering 
wheel
This Alcantara leather steering wheel features a candy 
white or shira grey finish. Stylish, ergonomic design 
creates a more comfortable grip and looks great.

Candy white £235
Shira grey £235



INTERIOR ST YLE

Sun visor notebook
Board to note down reminders in the sun visor area. 
Attaches to the sun visor using an elastic band.

£25  

INTERIOR ST YLE

Stainless steel look sill guards
Featuring the Mii logo, these stainless steel look sill guards  
protect your door frames from scratches.

£85 3DR  I  £75 5DR

INTERIOR ST YLE

Foil sill guards
Sill guards that adapt to the shape of the door sill.  
An eye-catching addition that keeps the scratches off 
your pride and joy. 

£65  

INTERIOR ST YLE

SEAT key cover
The decorative key cover perfectly protects the 
electrical device and gives it a very unique look 
and feel.

£25  

INTERIOR ST YLE

SMiiLE! key cover
The decorative key cover perfectly protects 
the electrical device and gives it a very 
unique look and feel.

£25

This is your world.
INTERIOR STYLE



INTERIOR ST YLE

Central armrest
Finished in the same upholstery as your 
Mii, this cushioned central armrest can be 
adjusted for comfort and has a handy storage 
compartment inside.

£180

INTERIOR ST YLE

Round storage 
compartment
This innovatively-designed storage compartment 
is covered in luxurious leather.

£50

Cup holder organiser
This innovative organiser sits in the cup holder 
space to maximise storage in the central console.

£40



TOURING ACCESSORIES.
PACK IT ALL.
 
Whether you’re heading off on a biking 
adventure or packing for a road trip, you 
can trust SEAT to provide the best quality 
accessories to transport the stuff that’s 
important to you. 

From our roof bars and roof boxes to bike 
and ski holders, you’ll get a hassle-free 
system that fits perfectly and is designed 
to work specifically for your SEAT model. 
Plus there’s a choice of straps to keep 
everything secure. 

All our Touring Accessories come with the 
reassurance of a two year warranty – and 
if your accessories are fitted before 
registration of a new car, the warranty is 
extended to three years.

This is your 
adventure.

TOURING



TOURING

Ski/snowboard holder
Aluminium rack with plastic covering and rubber 
supports. For 4/6 skis or 2/4 snowboards. 
Requires roof bars (sold separately).

Holder for 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards £95
Holder for 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards £112

TOURING

Roof box
Available in 400L/420L/450L sizes. Double plastic weather 
resistant walls. Weight: 18kg. Maximum load: 50kg. 
Requires roof bars (sold separately). Not suitable for 
vehicles fitted with a sun roof.

400L £365  I  420L £395  I 450L £305

TOURING

Bike holder
Aerodynamic aluminium frame for 
transporting bikes. With anti-theft locking 
device. Requires roof bars (sold separately).

£110

TOURING

Roof bars
Genuine SEAT Accessories front and rear roof bars  
with anti-theft system — designed to be strong,  
durable and easy to install.

£179 

TOURING



TOURING

Espresso machine
Enjoy a good espresso with a fantastic crema. So whether you’re 
heading off on holidays, returning from a long walk or about to go 
home for the evening, this espresso maker is just what you need .

£169

TOURING

Boot tray organiser
To make the most of the space in your boot,  
protect and organise it with these separators 
that can be arranged in a variety of ways. 

£140

TOURING

Rear window sun shade
This tailor-made rear sunshade reduces the amount of direct 
sunlight getting into your Mii and prevents glare, while 
making sure you can still see through the rear window.

£45

TOURING

Boot
organiser
Make sure the items in your boot are held 
securely with this boot system.

£15

TOURING

Flexible
load liner
Tailored reversible boot mat, one side finished 
in carpet and the other in rubber, to protect the 
boot from dirt and spillage. 

£70

TOURING

Securing straps – 
ratchet
For securing heavy loads. Includes two 
hooks, one ratchet and one pawl, strap 
25mm wide x 5m long. 

£20

TOURING

Securing straps –  
non-ratchet
Includes two wide and two narrow straps with tensioning 
mechanism to fix objects onto roof bars. Comprises: two 
straps 35mm wide x 4m long, securing capacity 500kg, and 
two straps 25mm wide x 3m long, securing capacity 290kg. 

£26 (set of four)



LOVE YOUR SEAT.
 
Love your SEAT and it will love you back. 
Dirt or dog hairs? No problem. Mud and 
mess? Sorted.  Just put our perfectly-
fitting mats, loadliner, sill guards or grille 
where you need them and get on with the 
way you live, knowing your SEAT is 
protected for its lifetime. 

And show your car some TLC using 
award-winning maintenance products, 
specially created for SEAT cars. Not only 
will your SEAT look great while you own it, 
you’ll reap the rewards when the time 
comes to sell it too.

Clean. Wash. 
Polish. Wax. 
Maintain. 
Protect.

PROTECT AND CARE



PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set 
Carpet mats protect against dirt and moisture and 
are non-slip and shaped to fit. Set of four with 
model name on driver and front passenger mats. 

£43

PROTECT AND CARE

Rubber mat set
These tough rubber mats are designed specifically 
for Mii models. Ideal for heavy duty use, with a 
wipe clean surface to protect the car’s interior.

£43

PROTECT AND CARE

Protective boot tray
Protects your loadspace against dirt, dust, 
leakages and muddy pets. Protective outer lip 
and central anti-slip area.

£75

PROTECT AND CARE

Car covers – red/black
Keep your car in perfect condition with a choice of 
smart polyester car covers in red, black and grey 
to protect your car from the elements. Branded 
with SEAT logo.

£110 Red  I  £210 Black 

PROTECT AND CARE

Front mudflaps
Protects the car body from materials projected  
by front wheels during driving. 

£79  front only 
(per pair)



Autoglym complimentary 
aftercare kit.

LIFE ON THE ROAD CAN BE TOUGH.
LIFESHINE IS TOUGHER.
 
LifeShine by Autoglym offers an advanced 
system of protective treatments to keep your 
car in top condition for the lifetime of your 
ownership. From bumper to bumper, inside 
and out, the finest LifeShine treatments are 
used to prepare your new car to the highest 
standards to maintain appearance and retain 
resale value. 

From harsh motorway contaminants and acid 
rain showers, to unwanted mucky fingers or 
a coffee spill on the seats, LifeShine ensures 
maximum protection for your vehicle from 
day one.

£349

Autoglym
Lifeshine

PROTECT AND CARE

Lifetime guarantee
Autoglym LifeShine is not available on the High Street 
and must be professionally applied by your local SEAT 
dealer. With the LifeShine system you will receive a 
lifetime guarantee. Subject to reasonable ongoing care 
your vehicle will remain in top condition, but the 
comprehensive warranty provides complete peace of 
mind for the entire duration of ownership. Includes 
complimentary aftercare kit.

Interior protectant
Upholstery (fabrics and leather) and carpets are treated 
with a durable water-resistant coating to seal out 
moisture and resist staining. Any spillages simply bead 
on the surface, whilst dust and sticky marks are
easily removed.

UNPROTECTED PROTECTED

Glass guard
All external side and rear windows are treated with a
long-term, optically-clear, non-stick, easy-to-clean 
coating. As you drive, the raindrops roll off to give 
greatly improved visibility and safety.

Body gloss shield
All exterior paintwork is treated with a unique 
protective coating to enhance shine and ensure 
maximum resistance to environmental hazards, 
even the severest of winter weather. The water-
repellent coating is easier to keep clean and 
maintains a deep glossy shine.

UNPROTECTED UNPROTECTEDPROTECTED PROTECTED



A PASSION FOR PERFECTION.
 
Getting great results every time you wash 
your car is not as difficult as you may think. 
It just takes the right products, a little time 
and a bit of know how. Once you’ve 
experienced the results of Autoglym Car 
Care products, there’s just no going back

Autoglym
car care

PROTECT AND CARE

Aqua
wax 500ml

Imparts a super-fast brilliant 
smear-free finish, even whilst the 
vehicle is wet. No need to dry the 
car between washing and polishing. 
Contains carnauba wax for 
exceptional durability.
£14

Interior
shampoo 500ml

The easy-to-use, deodorising spray 
and wipe formula removes dirt and 
grime from synthetic fabrics, seats, 
carpets, door panels, roof linings, 
vinyl and soft-tops.
£6.50

Super resin 
polish 325ml

The ultimate cleaner, polish and 
sealant, provides exceptional 
gloss and excellent protection for 
all types and colours of new or 
moderately deteriorated 
paintwork.
£9.50

Perfect polishing 
cloths 8-pack

Using the correct texture of polishing 
cloth is essential in obtaining a 
perfect shine. This 100% cotton 
material, totally free of synthetic 
fibres, has perfect weave density 
and absorbency for polishing.
£8.50

Car glass
polish 325ml

Contains specialised cleaning and 
polishing elements which quickly 
and easily remove all common 
contaminants, leaving a crystal-
clear, smear-free finish.
£6.50 

Vinyl & rubber 
care 500ml

Gently cleans all interior plastics, 
vinyl and rubber and forms a tough 
but flexible anti-static barrier 
against moisture, dust, staining 
and fading on fascias and 
instrument panels.
£7.50

High definition
wax 150g

Provides a lustre and depth of shine normally associated with 
only the most expensive handbuilt cars. It contains a carefully 
balanced blend of durable polymers and waxes including 
carnauba wax. Surfaces display a very high gloss with excellent 
durability and resistance to contaminants such as salt and acid 
rain. Kit contains all components for perfect results every time.
£60

Extra gloss 
protection 325ml

An extra-tough protective sealant 
containing a blend of hard resins and 
waxes, used to seal clean, dry, 
blemish-free paintwork that has 
already been polished.
£9.50

Bodywork 
shampoo 
conditioner 500ml

Gently removes traffic film and 
surface contaminants and assists 
in preserving overall appearance. 
It forms a glossy, water-repellent 
barrier, which protects and 
enhances the vehicle’s finish.
£6.50 



PROTECT AND CARE

Castrol EDGE 
Professional — 
best in protection
For the best in protection, SEAT 
recommends Castrol Edge 
Professional LLIII 5W-30, the same 
oil your engine was filled with when 
it left the factory. A handy 1-litre 
Check-it Kit is available from your local 
SEAT dealer, containing everything 
you need to top-up your oil between 
scheduled dealer visits.

£18.50

SEAT recommends

Touch-up paint stick
Available in all paint colours, great for minor scratches 
to paintwork. Please consult your SEAT dealer for 
further information.

£12

Windscreen ice scraper
Made of durable plastic, features a hard edge side 
for stubborn frost and ice, and also a rubber edge for 
wiping lighter frost and water. Helps you get on your 
way quicker. Colour may vary.

£4



Whether you’re using Sat-Nav, keeping 
in touch with friends or listening to your 
favourite playlists, you don’t want the 
technology in your car to let you down. 
So it’s good to know you can rely on 
Infotainment from SEAT.

All our SEAT approved accessories are 
right for your SEAT and blend seamlessly 
with the interior of your car. And there’s 
no need to worry about wiring or fitting 
as getting your Infotainment installed 
and fully tested by a SEAT dealer is easy.

Get
connected.

INFOTAINMENT



INFOTAINMENT

Pure Drive Digital radio
Pure Drive Digital is a professionally-installed digital radio adaptor 
for your SEAT. Available as an approved SEAT accessory to fit any 
SEAT model, the unit connects to your existing car stereo.

£280 

INFOTAINMENT

Garmin Nüvi 55LM Sat-Nav
The Garmin Nüvi 55LM Portable Navigation is part of Garmin’s 
collection of advanced sat navs offering sophisticated features 
ideal for every-day use. 

£110 

INFOTAINMENT

Emergency phone charger
Emergency battery charger for smartphones. Features 
USB micro port for charging batteries. Compatible with: 
Apple, Samsung, Nokia, HTC, Blackberry and LG.

£20 

INFOTAINMENT

Bury CC9056 plus integrated 
Bluetooth kit
The new Bury CC9056 Bluetooth® hands-free car phone kit 
integrates seamlessly with your SEAT. Connect two phones 
– personal and business – simultaneously. 

Stylish design includes full colour display touchscreen 
for menu navigation, call handling and volume control. 
Unlimited music enjoyment with MP3/music playback from 
your mobile phone through the car hi-fi system. 

Other features include battery charging function for your 
mobile to guarantee unlimited talk time in your vehicle.   

£215 

Get connected.
INFOTAINMENT



INFOTAINMENT

SEAT portable system
SEAT portable system is an innovative portable 
navigation system integrated into your car with the 
latest technology. 
 
It includes a cradle to slot the system onto the middle of 
the dashboard. SEAT portable system has a navigation 
programme for 44 countries, featuring 25 different 
languages. It’s equipped with voice recognition, lane 
assistance, Bluetooth®, SMS reading and map updates. 
You can connect up to two mobile devices and you’ll get 
a 4-week live services free trial.

£320
£9 Protective case

INFOTAINMENT



ENHANCE YOUR SAFETY
 
Pack some peace of mind into every 
journey with our range of child seats, 
which we’ve created with RECARO. Each 
seat is designed to be safe, comfortable 
and easy to use, so you can always travel 
safely and securely with your little ones. 

And whether you have little ones or not, 
it’s better to be safe than sorry when 
you’re driving in the UK or abroad. Some 
European countries make it compulsory 
to carry a warning triangle and high-vis 
vest in your car, so we’ve included these 
in our range of accessories, together 
with everything from first aid kits to fire 
extinguishers.

Essential 
safety.

SAFETY



SAFET Y

Vehicle safety kit
Complete SEAT safety kit which includes these 
essential items: warning triangle, high visibility vest, 
first aid kit and torch. The kit comes in a red SEAT-
branded bag which fit safely into the boot of your car.

£29 

SAFET Y

High-visibility vest
Compulsory in a number of EU countries including Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, Austria, France and Croatia.

£9.50

SAFET Y

 Rear parking sensors
Full coverage from 160cm to as close as 30cm. Mounted on 
rear bumper. Consists of four sensors, cables, switchboard, 
speakers, stands and primer. 

£279 

Be safe.
Be legal.
Be prepared.

SAFETY

SAFET Y

Bulb kit
This kit comprises a selection of bulbs and fuses. 
Mandatory in some European countries. 

£35  H7 Halogen
£25  H1, H3, Halogen
£20  H4  Halogen

SAFET Y

Warning triangle
Warning triangles are a legal requirement in a 
number of EU countries including France. 

£12.50

SAFET Y

First aid kit
A first aid kit is compulsory in Austria, Greece, and 
several Eastern European countries.

£15



Car seats 
buyer’s guide

SAFETY

Car Seats Buyers’ Guide
Kids won’t be protected by an adult seatbelt in a 
crash. The law says that children under 12 years of 
age must have a special seat if they’re under 
135cm in height and travelling in your car. 

It’s crucial that you pick the right seat — it’s all 
about your child’s size and weight. There are 
dozens to choose from though, so take a look at 
the different types of car seat.

Types of child car seat

Baby car seats — These are rear-facing seats for 
babies. Read the Current UK Regulations page.

Child car seats — Designed for kids who have 
outgrown the baby car seats, but aren’t big enough 
for a booster seat.
 
Booster seats — Does your kid just need a ‘boost’ 
so that they can safely use an adult seatbelt? Then 
these are the right option for you.

Some car seats fall into more than one category. 
That’s because they can be adapted as your child 
grows. They may cost a little more initially, but 
long-term, they’re great value.

Car seats at SEAT
We’ve got a wide selection of car seats at 
competitive prices. Why not pop into your local 
SEAT dealer where our trained staff can give you 
expert advice, a 16-point safety demo and show 
you how to fit your car seat? That’s all for free, so 
why go anywhere else? We can fit any seats bought 
from us for free too!

What’s ISOFIX?
ISOFIX is the international standard for attachment points 
for child safety seats in passenger cars. All new SEAT cars 
are now ISOFIX prepared. This means that an ISOFIX child 
seat can be plugged into the fixed connector incorporated 
in the vehicle structure. Thus enabling SEAT child safety 
seats to be quickly and safely secured.



Child seats
SAFETY

SAFET Y

RECARO
Privia
RECARO Privia
Group: 0+
Age: up to 15 months
Weight:  up to 13 kg
Compatible with RECARO fix base. 
Hero Safety System: stops harness 
from twisting, easy to buckle, 
shoulder belts and headrest 
paddings form one unit. RECARO 
SMARTfit System with single hand 
release to remove from RECARO fix 
base — test winner in combination 
with RECARO Privia.
£135
Colourways available:
Black, Graphite, Shadow, Ruby, 
Pink, Saphir, Mocca, and Violet.

SAFET Y

RECARO Young 
Sport Hero
RECARO Young Sport Hero
Groups: I-III
Age: approx. 9 months – 12 years
Weight: 9 – 36 kg
For use with your car’s three-point 
safety belt. Integrated five-point belt 
for additional safety (Group 1). Not 
compatible with RECARO fix base. 
Hero Safety System: stops harness 
from twisting, easy to buckle, 
shoulder belts and headrest 
paddings form one unit. Extra 
padding on shoulder straps. Seat 
grows with the child from 9 months 
to 12 years. Innovative belt clip for 
easy closing and fixation, insert 
cushion for smaller children.
£175
Colourways available:
Black, Graphite, Shadow, Ruby, 
Pink, Saphir, Mocca, and Violet.

SAFET Y

RECARO Nova IS 
(with Seatfix)
RECARO Nova IS
Groups: I-III
Age: approx. 9 months – 12 years
Weight: 9 – 36 kg
Integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX-
ready. For Group 1 secure seat with 
impact shield and vehicle’s seat belt. 
For Groups 2–3 secure the child with 
vehicle 3-point seat belt. 11-position 
height adjustable headrest. 
Integrated RECARO Sound System 
for audio with integrated speakers. 
RECARO Air Circulation System.
£210
Colourways available:
Black, Graphite, Shadow, Ruby, 
Pink, Saphir, Mocca, and Violet.

SAFET Y

RECARO Nova 2 
(with Seatfix)
RECARO Nova 2
Groups: II-III
Age: approx. 3 – 12 years
Weight: 15 – 36 kg
Integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX-
ready. Fixed armrests, depth-
adjustable headrest. Integrated 
RECARO Sound System for 
audio with integrated speakers. 
Outstanding comfort and RECARO 
Air Circulation System (ACS). 
£160
Colourways available:
Black, Graphite, Shadow, Ruby, 
Pink, Saphir, Mocca, and Violet.

SAFET Y

Interior child 
monitoring mirror
Keep a closer eye on the kids in 
the back with this useful mirror. It 
fixes easily to the windscreen or 
the dashboard using a suction-cup 
mounting.
£15.50

Black Graphite Shadow Ruby Pink Saphir Mocca Violet

ISOFIX
COMPATIBLE

SAFET Y

RECARO fix base 
for Privia
To be used in conjunction with 
RECARO Privia to provide ISOFIX 
connection. Colour indicators show 
correct installation. One-hand-
touch for easy intallation.
£100

ISOFIX
COMPATIBLE

ISOFIX
COMPATIBLE

ISOFIX
COMPATIBLE



Child seats — current UK regulations
SAFETY

Rearward-facing baby seat Forward-facing child seat Forward-facing child seat or booster seat Booster cushion

Group 0/0+ Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

up to 6–9 months/12–15 months 9 months–4 years 4–6 years 6–11 years

up to 10kg (22lb)/13kg (29lb) 9–18kg/20–40lb 15–25kg/33–55lb 15–25kg/33–55lb

RECARO Privia RECARO Young Sport Hero RECARO Young Sport Hero RECARO Young Sport Hero

RECARO Nova IS RECARO Nova IS RECARO Nova IS

RECARO Nova 2 RECARO Nova 2

Child seat groups and recommended RECARO seats

Occupant Front seat Rear seat Who is responsible?

Driver Seatbelt must be worn if available Driver

Child up to 3 years* Correct child restraint must be used* Correct child restraint must be used*. If one is not available in a taxi, may travel unrestrained. Driver

Child from 3rd birthday up 
to 135cm (approx. 4ft 5in)
in height or 12th birthday 
whichever they reach first**

Correct child restraint must be used*** Where seatbelts are fitted, correct child restraint must be used*

Must use adult belt if the correct child restraint is not available: 
/ in a licensed taxi or private hire vehicle; or 
/ for a short distance for reason of unexpected necessity; or 
/ two occupied child restraints prevent fitment of a third

A child aged 3 or over may travel unrestrained in the rear seat of a vehicle if seatbelts are not fitted

Driver

Child from 135cm in height 
or after 12th birthday

Seatbelt must be worn if fitted Seatbelt must be worn if fitted Driver

Adult passenger
(i.e. 14 years and over)

Seatbelt must be worn if fitted Seatbelt must be worn if fitted Passenger

* Children under 3 years must use the child restraint appropriate for their weight in all cars, vans and other goods vehicles, with the single exception of travelling in taxis; they cannot travel otherwise. This means for example that they may not 
travel in cars, vans or goods vehicles which do not have seatbelts installed. ** Examples. A 7-year-old who is 140cm tall is over the height for a child restraint and may use an adult seatbelt. A 12-year-old who is 130cm tall is over the age threshold 
and therefore may use an adult belt.*** If no seatbelts are fitted in the front, then children under 135cm in height (who are under 12 years of age) cannot travel in the front.



Your local SEAT Dealer offers a comprehensive 
tyre service and we aim to always have the 
right tyre(s) for your model. 

We source tyres from a wide range of 
manufacturers including the same ones that 
supply the tyres we fit to new SEAT models 
before they roll off the production line. So you 
get the best choice of tyres for your particular 
SEAT, at prices that are competitive. Your SEAT 
Dealer really is the first place you should go for 
the right tyres, at the right price, always right 
for your SEAT.

  SEAT online tyre ordering 
Our unique online tyre ordering tool will help 
you choose the best tyre in terms of price, fuel 
efficiency, grip in the wet and noise. All prices 
include fitting, balancing, value and 
environmentally-friendly old tyre disposal.
Simply go to www.seat.co.uk/tyres

Benefits at a glance 

/ Competitive prices

/ Drive-in replacement tyre service

/  Wide choice of leading-brand tyres sourced 
directly from the manufacturers

/  Full range of related services including 
balancing, tracking and puncture repair

/  Choose online for best price, or to  
compare relative fuel consumption  
or stopping distance

/ Online booking for convenience

/ Knowledge of tyre safety and legislation

We have the 
tyres to match 
the technology.

TYRES



SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right 

to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. While SEAT makes 

every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication (January 

2016), you should always check with your authorised SEAT dealership for the latest 

information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours reproduced in this 

brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. The products 

shown here are a small sample of the range of SEAT Genuine Accessories and approved 

accessories available. SEAT Genuine Accessories and SEAT approved accessories 

availability varies by model and also by body style. Please note that all SEAT Genuine 

Accessories carry a two-year warranty from the point of purchase. This warranty is 

extended to three years when bought and fitted before registration of a brand new 

vehicle. Other accessories featured carry up to two-years warranty. 

Issue 1. February 2016.
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